We have a very nasty water district board and manager who likes to bully people. This board
manager with the help of others on the board also put out a very nasty smear campaign against
us in 2014 so that they would stop us from running for the board; try to stop us from going to
meetings; etc. if you would like we have copies of the flyers to show you. Not only did they do
this for the water district but some of the ssame people were / are on our local fire board so this
was to stop us from running for that board as well.
We have been attending these meetings for over 10 years until they "banned" us in 2014 of
which we knew nothing as we dont get mail delivered which is a long story. The object here is
for them to have no one watching them; no one holding them accountible for anything; etc while
they do anything they would like including building a million dollar reservior which is not needed
because most of the water they get is from DW; along with some well water. They want to be
like DW so this is why they need it. They have at that point 35 million dollars in reserves which
god only knows how they got it and so they can do what they like with it. There were shady
deals with the golf course we had across the street until they came to a deal with CCV over the
land so they could build their gated community. This is where the reservior was supposed to go
but now its been "moved" across the street and they got 2 m if we recall right from selling the
land. They harassed 2 or 3 families and a landscaping company to sell their land; making them
rack up a lot of legal fees none of which CCV every reimbursed them (that we are aware of ).
The 2 long time familes; since died; sold the land to the school who sold it to the CCV. The
landscaping company did the same and the CCV made a deal with the school to buy it. NOw
they are harassing us so there is no one who goes to their meetings so they can do what they
like.
If you see the charges against us; they are complete nonsense but the sheriff is in the pocket of
the CCV / CFPD as this is a very small area of unincorporated so they all work together and
they all know each other. When we say in the pocket; its the same local deputies in our area for
years so they have a target list to harass which at the same time; doing little or nothing to help
the community.
We cant see the charges as we arent home so if you can resend them; that would be helpful.
Anyone that stands up to them has a target on their back and ours has the biggest target
around. We expect those charges to be dismissed but because its 18 judicial well; there are
too many problem judges. If you want to be fair; there is also a suite we filed in jeffco on them;
including the county; the sheriff; the CCV; CFPD as not only do they not want us to watch them;
they do not want us to bring up the fact that in 1996 when we bought our condo; CFPD and the
county failed to ensure what was on the ground equalled what was on the approved plans so
they allowed the hoa where we live to illegally add 2 parking spaces next to our garage. We
found out in 2008 when we had just been elected to our fire board (CFPD) so we got told to shut
up or resign from thne board. Mark Lampert who now sits on both boards; threatened us with a
recall action if we didnt shut up as well when he was at a meeting of the CFPD board. IN 2012;
when we ran for re election; the same CCV board president put out another smear campaign
on us; not as nasty as this one and he got elected and we lost our seat. During this past 4
years; CFPD has not been willing along with the county to remove those 2 spaces until April of
2015 but thney have not stopped the hoa / ? from vandalizing our garage door and as well as
the pillars / signs the county had installed. The signs have been twisted so you cant see them
(twice) so the sheriff cant legally ticket and one of the pillars has ben moved twice and since its
concrete; you wonder how they moved it. Our door; now has more dents in it; one or two makes

it very hard to get the door opened. They are all so sick of hearing about it and other things as
well; they will do anything to shut us up.
If you plan on bringing these up; you are opening a hornets nest and we can prove every thing
we have said. You can even talk to Nancy Jackson our county commissioner as well as the
other 4 on our county commission; Chief Jerry Rhodes of CFPD and probably others as well.
This has been so nasty its unreal. We would strongly suggest you did some more as this is all
true. Ask them why they are doing this for over 20 years; why there has been no apologies; why
there has been no compensation offered as well. They also got on purpose 2 / 3 recalls
derailed due to their nonsense; have put us in jail so many times on 2 sets of charges ( the first
set in 2009 was dismissed but they never fully sealed those records as the sheriff keeps a
secret cache of photos from dismissed cases that the the court is allowing them to do as well.
(and we have tried to stop this twice to no avail.) and the list of issues goes on. Again; you are
opening up a hornets nest and maybe we should have waited to run but this is going on 20
years and we are living in hell so what else is new? Cant afford to move either. (and the last 2
statements are not for public purpose.)
Our deputies as well pick and chose when or if you get a ticket; if they issue a ticket though they
are right behind 2 cars who just ran a school bus with the signal on to stop but if you park in our
area (which is yale avenue) and Yale is in denver; the sheriff will ticket using arapahoe zoning in
Denver. They got one trailer towed doing this and they impounded our car too last August. This
is the border; the street is Denver but the sidewalk is Arapahoe. Yet they are doing alot of their
dirty work in Denver county and if they do actually work in Arapahoe its to harass people doing
nothing. We had an impacted tooth; spent the morning at CU getting it removed and had a
water board meeting that night so took the bus to the meeting; stopped at walgreens to get the
prescription we needed filled (due to infection and pain) and got arrested at the water board for
trespassing that we knew nothing we were banned as we didnt get the mail. Can you imagine
how much pain we were in from that tooth? and how much it cost to remove and and we looked
like a chipmunk and we still got arrested by the CCV / sheriff. (july 2014)
Got plenty of stories of the nonsense we and others have put up with the CCV and CFPD.

